
GREENSIDE FILM FACTORY
The Year of Going Places

2021-2022

STAR Day Planning: Summer Term 1 - 2022 Class Teacher: James Tilden
Class Film Text: Wadjda Class Book/ Text: Coraline

WEEK 1 THEME/ Hook: Wadjda
Tuesday 19th April - Wednesday 20th April
Tuesday 19th April:
It is the final term of our Year of Going Places! We will begin the day inspired
by Journeys across the last 70 years - in films, recognizing the Queen’s time
since her coronation and celebrating the building of Greenside and all that has
happened since!

This week, we will also immerse ourselves into the world of Wadjda, the
character, thinking critically about her life, who she is, who she is surrounded by,
what her goals are, and how her life differs from ours.

Learning Experiences/Context of the film:
Class Film Immersion Day:
Knowledge Harvest – what do we know already?
Big questions for our display – what do we want to find out?
Context - what is the context of our film? What was happening in the world at
the time?
We will watch the film and pick out the main themes and ideas that we notice.
We will make creative items for our class display based on the film during the
afternoon.

Immersion experience:
Wadjda’s life in Riyadh, Saudi Arabia will have students naturally make their own
stark comparisons to their lives in London and the United Kingdom. Throughout
the film, Wadjda’s life consists of a few key interests and characteristics distinct
from that of a London students’ life. Namely, Wadjda enjoys making bracelets, to
raise money to purchase a bicycle; the Saudi Arabian food she consumes, the
rice and bread dishes prepared and presented to her by her mother; and her
madrasa education, predominantly revolving around a religious curriculum.

To experience Wadjda’s life, we will carousel through these key parts of who she
is:

Skills:

Independence Organisation Resilience Reflection Team Work

Reading Tree Skills: (Ongoing selection through the half term)
● continuing to read and discuss an increasingly wide range of books
● reading books that are structured in different ways and reading for a range of

purposes
● increasing their familiarity with a wide range of books
● recommending books that they have read to their peers, giving reasons for their

choices
● identifying and discussing themes and conventions in and across a wide range of

writing
● making comparisons within and across books
● learning a wider range of poetry by heart
● preparing poems and plays to read aloud and to perform, showing understanding

through intonation, tone and volume so that the meaning is clear to an audience
● understand what they read by:

○ checking that the book makes sense to them, discussing their
understanding and exploring the meaning of words in context

○ asking questions to improve their understanding
○ drawing inferences such as inferring characters’ feelings, thoughts and

motives from their actions, and justifying inferences with evidence
○ predicting what might happen from details stated and implied
○ summarising the main ideas drawn from more than one paragraph,

identifying key details that support the main ideas
○ identifying how language, structure and presentation contribute to meaning

● add and subtract fractions with the same denominator and denominators that are
multiples of the same number

Writing - composition and vocabulary, grammar, and punctuation



1) We will braid bracelets with our toes!
2) We will make Middle Eastern bread in the Greenside Micro-bakery with

Ms Webber (tamees)
3) We will have a students as teachers station, offering a crash course on

Islam, to reflect Wadjda’s madrasa education (students practicing Islam
will be encourage to share what they know, if they wish)

English:
This week, we will make poster board presentations of our learning of Wadjda’s
life through our immersion experience. These poster boards will be called “A
Day in the Life of Wadjda.”

Writing Experience:
Using what we have learnt from our immersion experience, we will create our
own “A Day in the Life of Wadjda”. This will involve collaborative writing, where
students will work in pairs to write four segments required for their boards:

1) Biography of Wadjda (a short biography of who she is using our
knowledge of the film, online research, and the immersion experience)

2) How to make bracelets like Wadjda, and why she is making bracelets
3) The food Wadjda eats, writing about how the food is made, what it

tastes like
4) The education of Wadjda: how she attempts madrasa, the rules

required, and what she might learn about Islam

GPS:
Making statements, commands, asking questions, and focusing on coherence
We will practise these skills, with a particular focus on coherence, in our writing
experience. To do so, we will “slow write” our first paragraph (biographies of
Wadjda), where we will carefully craft each sentence, immediately reflecting on
their coherence and structure before we proceed to subsequent paragraphs.

Reading Tree:
Reading Domain:
Predict what might happen from details stated or implied
This week, we will read the back blurb of Coraline and write about our
predictions based on a series of questions including:

● From the cover, what do you think this text is going to be about?
● From the blurb, what do you think the story will be about?
● Where do you think the story is set?
● What do you think the main characters will do?
● How might this text relate to Wadjda?
● How might it reflect positive female roles in literature?
● Do you already have any familiarity with the story?

Maths in the Movies / STEAM:
Maths:

● to plan their writing by:
o discussing writing similar to that which they are planning to write in order to

understand and learn from its structure, vocabulary and grammar
o discussing and recording ideas

● to draft and write by:
o composing and rehearsing sentences, progressively building a varied and rich

vocabulary and an increasing range of sentence structures
o organising paragraphs around a theme
o in narratives, creating settings, characters, and plot
o in non-narrative material, using simple organisational devices [headings and

sub-headings]
● to evaluate and edit by

o assessing the effectiveness of their own and others’ writing and suggesting
improvements

o proposing changes to grammar and vocabulary to improve consistency,
including the accurate use of pronouns in sentences

Maths - multiplication
● to recall multiplication and division facts for multiplication tables up to 12 x 12
● to use place value, known and derived facts to multiply and divide mentally,

including multiplying by 0 and 1; dividing by 1; multiplying together three numbers
● to solve problems involving multiplying and adding
● to use reasoning and problem solving skills to solve problems with increasing

difficulty

Science - Electricity
● asking relevant questions and using different types of scientific enquiries to

answer them
● setting up simple practical enquiries, comparative and fair tests
● making systematic and careful observations
● using straightforward scientific evidence to answer questions or to support their

findings.
● identify common appliances that run on electricity
● identify the difference between mains and battery electricity
● recognise some common conductors and insulators, and associate metals with

being good conductors.



This week, we will review our multiplication tables, keeping our eyes on our
government multiplication check in June. We will reinforce the importance of
knowing all of our times tables up to x12. To do so, we will carousel through
stations, challenging our times table skills in different ways, much like the
disciplines and range of subjects Wadjda learns about in the film. These will
include:

1) Representing arithmetic: working through 24-question arithmetic sheets,
marking them, and then choosing 10 of these questions to represent
using our own pictorials. Students may choose, for example, to
represent 7 x 8 using number lines, a multiplication grid, seven groups
of eight, etc.

2) Reasoning and problem-solving: this station will challenge students to
apply their knowledge of multiplication tables to one-, two-, and
three-step word problems

3) Speed challenges: timing themselves, students will recite groups of their
multiplication tables up to x12 as fast as they can, beating their own
record; they will be encouraged to do the 6, 7, 8 and 9 times tables, or
other that they find challenging (no 2, 5, or 10 times tables, for instance)

After this, we will continue consolidating our multiplication tables by working on a
range of problems, including fluency and reasoning problems. Students will work
through tiered worksheets that will progressively apply their skills with
calculations, bar models, representations, word-problems, and open-ended
reasoning questions.

STEAM:
This week, we will explore electricity. We will make KWL charts while chatting
with our tablemates, thinking about what we already know about electricity and
what we want to know. Then, we will sort screenshots from the film with items,
such as the electrical cords that Abdullah works on, into our own categories.
Students will be challenged to think of how they can fit into separate categories.
From here, it will be revealed that the screenshots should have fit into two
categories: mains electricity and battery powered electricity. These household
and everyday items will get us thinking about how common appliances run on
electricity and how this is used in Saudi Arabia by Wadjda’s household and
Abdullah. Finally, we will add to our KWL charts to complete the “what we learnt”
part.

Arithmetic:
A range of multiplication questions, including missing numbers and inverse
operations

Class display:
Our biggest questions regarding Wadjda and creating a mosque on our back
wall using a range of materials.

Friday 22nd April



Learning Experiences
Friday Big Write:
A Day in the Life of Wadjda
This half-term, our Big Writes will be in the form of first-person narratives from
Wadjda’s perspective, as the film itself essentially is. This week, students will
have to set the scene (a setting description of suburban Riyadh), describe
Wadjda and the people in her life (Abdullah and her mother), and write some
description about her life and her goal of wanting to purchase a bicycle, but the
societal constraints against doing so.

Messy Maths:
Comparing and ordering decimals
We will calculate a range of fluency and reasoning problem-solving questions on
comparing and ordering decimals

PE/ Sports: (Activities, key skills / techniques)
This week we will dive straight into understanding positions of netball. We will be
putting the skills we have learnt last half term to good use. Beginning to
understand what position we would like to be. What does a centre do? What
does wing defence do? What does a goal attack do etc? We will start the half
term by watching a video and picking up on the skills we see players using.

Skills:
Writing

● identifying the audience and purpose of the writing, selecting the appropriate form
and using other similar writing as models for their own

● noting and developing initial ideas, drawing on reading and research where
necessary

● in writing narratives, considering how authors have developed characters and
settings in what students have read, listened to or seen performed

● selecting appropriate grammar and vocabulary, understanding how such choices
can change and enhance meaning

Maths
● to recall multiplication and division facts for multiplication tables up to 12 x 12
● to use place value, known and derived facts to multiply and divide mentally,

including multiplying by 0 and 1; dividing by 1; multiplying together three numbers
● to solve problems involving multiplying and adding
● to use reasoning and problem solving skills to solve problems with increasing

difficulty

Physical education
● develop competence to excel in a broad range of physical activities
● are physically active for sustained periods of time
● engage in competitive sports and activities
● lead healthy, active lives
● use running and jumping in movement and isolation
● develop flexibility, strength, technique, control and balance
● compare their performances with previous ones and demonstrate improvement to

achieve their personal best

WEEK 2 THEME/ Hook: The Making of Wadjda
Monday 25th April - Wednesday 27th April
Learning Experiences/Context of the film:
The making of Wadjda is very particular filmmaking. Its director, Haifaa
al-Mansour, had to, effectively, disguise herself from men during filming in the
streets of suburban Riyadh. Because Saudi society, through a strict
interpretation of Islamic law, dictates that women should not be seen by men in
public, there were many instances of al-Mansour filming from the back of vans
and covering her and her film crew. While students have studied filmmaking
before, we haven’t understood the societal context (and restrictions) of the
process itself in this way.

World Thinking: Big, Critical Curious Questions
Breaking Boundaries/ Flip the Learning
What does filmmaking look like in Saudi Arabia? What restrictions have there
been historically? How was Wadjda made and how does that differ from typical
filmmaking?

Skills:

Independence Organisation Resilience Reflection Team Work

Reading Tree Skills: (Ongoing selection through the half term)
● continuing to read and discuss an increasingly wide range of books
● reading books that are structured in different ways and reading for a range of

purposes
● increasing their familiarity with a wide range of books
● recommending books that they have read to their peers, giving reasons for their

choices
● identifying and discussing themes and conventions in and across a wide range of

writing
● making comparisons within and across books
● learning a wider range of poetry by heart



Immersion experience:
This week, we immerse ourselves in the experience and knowledge of the
filmmaking of Wadjda. We will review this video first, then, thinking about our
big, critical questions, we will rotate through a series of experiences that help us
understand how the film was made and how this was different from the average
filmmaking. At each station, students will need to take clear notes that they will
then use for their writing. We will:

1) Use the Expeditions Pro app with our Virtual Reality headsets to virtually
immerse ourselves in the climate and weather conditions of the film. We
will explore desert, hot, arid landscapes, the same in Saudi Arabia – the
conditions under which al-Mansour and her team filmed Wadjda. This
will help us understand how filming in such a hot country can be a
challenge of its own.

2) Storyboard workshop: reviewing scenes in the film, students will design
storyboards for scenes that take place in the streets. These storyboards
will be sketches of scenes outside (scenes where Abdullah and/or
Wadjda are on a bike). They will include cues about camera placement
based on this video. These storyboards will act as visual guides to
students’ understanding of how Wadjda was made and how inhibiting
the process was for al-Mansour

3) Research station: students will do more research on the history of
filmmaking in Saudi Arabia, including what other films have been made,
the importance of Wadjda being the first filmed with an all-Saudi cast
and entirely in Saudi Arabia and about how it break boundaries.

English:
This week, we will write a report on the filmmaking of Wadjda based on our
knowledge of the film and our immersion experience.

Writing Experience:
Learning about how Wadjda was the first full-length feature film shot entirely in
Saudi Arabia and had an all-Saudi Arabian cast and going through the
immersion experience above, students will write a report entitled “The
Filmmaking of Wadjda”. They will include an introduction, which details the
subject (the film), where it was made, and why it is a unique example of
filmmaking. Then, they will include the experience of filming in desert conditions;
the types of angles and camera placement necessary for filming under such
societal restrictions; and information about the history of filmmaking in the
country. Finally, they will write a conclusion which will summarise their
learning/writing.

GPS:
Main and subordinate clauses
This week, we will look at the importance of main and subordinate clauses and
how they can help us expand our sentences with more sophistication. We will
practise our knowledge of clauses with a range of questions, and be sure to

● preparing poems and plays to read aloud and to perform, showing understanding
through intonation, tone and volume so that the meaning is clear to an audience

● understand what they read by:
○ checking that the book makes sense to them, discussing their

understanding and exploring the meaning of words in context
○ asking questions to improve their understanding
○ drawing inferences such as inferring characters’ feelings, thoughts and

motives from their actions, and justifying inferences with evidence
○ predicting what might happen from details stated and implied
○ summarising the main ideas drawn from more than one paragraph,

identifying key details that support the main ideas
○ identifying how language, structure and presentation contribute to

meaning
● add and subtract fractions with the same denominator and denominators that are

multiples of the same number

Writing - composition and vocabulary, grammar, and punctuation
● to plan their writing by:

o discussing writing similar to that which they are planning to write in order to
understand and learn from its structure, vocabulary and grammar

o discussing and recording ideas
● to draft and write by:

o composing and rehearsing sentences, progressively building a varied and rich
vocabulary and an increasing range of sentence structures

o organising paragraphs around a theme
o in narratives, creating settings, characters, and plot
o in non-narrative material, using simple organisational devices [headings and

sub-headings]
● to evaluate and edit by

o assessing the effectiveness of their own and others’ writing and suggesting
improvements

o proposing changes to grammar and vocabulary to improve consistency,
including the accurate use of pronouns in sentences

● identify and include the use of main and subordinate clauses in their own writing

Maths - decimals
● compare numbers with the same number of decimal places up to two decimal

places
● solve simple measure and money problems involving fractions and decimals to

two decimal places.
● to use reasoning and problem solving skills to solve problems with increasing

difficulty

Science - Electricity
● asking relevant questions and using different types of scientific enquiries to

answer them
● setting up simple practical enquiries, comparative and fair tests

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q3q05VLc6u4
https://expeditionspro.com/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q3q05VLc6u4


make note of how we naturally used main and/or subordinate clauses in our
scripts.

Reading Tree:
Reading Domain:
2d: make inferences from the text / explain and justify inferences with evidence
from the text
Having worked on this skill previously and having spent time understanding the
difference between retrieving and inferring, students will now look at the
importance of providing evidence for their inferences. We will look at a range of
passages and make inferences based on how they know something is
happening (that’s not explicitly stated); how they can determine how a character
feels; impressions they get from characters and/or setting descriptions. All of
these will have to include explanations with as much evidence as possible from
the text. We will reinforce the importance of this when looking at DC tests.

Maths in the Movies / STEAM:
Maths:
Comparing and ordering decimals (with money, riyals)
To begin, students will be given a series of printed-out decimal cards with and
without tenths and hundredths (0.04, 0.23, 0.7, etc.). They will then have to
order them in ascending order, then descending order, recalling and reviewing
their learning of tenths and hundredths from Spring 2. They will then be given
the same type of decimal cards, but with a riyal symbol: .لایر From there, they will
have to sort them, without knowing what the symbol means. The intention of this
is to see if a symbol changes their understanding of decimal place value, and
comparing and ordering (as a pound symbol can throw students off the same
arithmetic without the symbol).

After this, we will continue our learning of comparing and ordering decimals by
working on a range of problems, including fluency and reasoning problems.
Students will work through tiered worksheets that will progressively apply their
skills with calculations, bar models, representations, word-problems, and
open-ended reasoning questions.

STEAM:
Our STEAM project this half-term will be all about preparing the event tools
necessary to host a Quran recital competition, like the one Wadjda attends in
the film. Week by week, students will have to prepare to set up for a competition
(theirs will be of film knowledge, not Quran reciting). To set up the event, they
will need to know the electrical mechanisms necessary, such as timed lights and
buzzers for competitors.

To begin, we will explore simple series circuits,
thinking about all the components necessary to
complete a circuit, and whether and why a circuit
is complete or incomplete. We will test our

● making systematic and careful observations and, where appropriate, taking
accurate measurements using standard units, using a range of equipment

● reporting on findings from enquiries, including oral and written explanations,
displays or presentations of results and conclusions

● using results to draw simple conclusions, make predictions for new values,
suggest improvements and raise further questions

● identifying differences, similarities or changes related to simple scientific ideas
and processes
using straightforward scientific evidence to answer questions or to support their
findings.

● construct a simple series electrical circuit, identifying and naming its basic parts,
including cells, wires, bulbs, switches and buzzers

● recognise some common conductors and insulators, and associate metals with
being good conductors.

Art, craft, and design
● produce creative work, exploring their ideas and recording their experiences
● evaluate and analyse creative works using the language of art, craft and design



knowledge on Google Slides, with a range of questions on simple circuits.
Students will also be challenged to create their own circuit on Google Slides.
Finally, we will actually create our own buzzer for competitors, by constructing a
simple series electrical circuit, identifying and naming its basic parts, including
cells, wires, switches and, of course, buzzers.

Arithmetic:
Comparing and ordering decimals (>, <, or =)

Art:
What is digital art? We will explore the concept and think about
the way art has changed over time to incorporate digital
possibilities. We will think about digital art and how it can be
used to represent Islamic geometric art.

Maths Display
Canva visual guide to comparing and ordering decimals. Students will use their
graphic design skills to create a visual to reference how to compare and order
decimals, including their knowledge of place value, tenths and hundredths

Friday 29th April
Learning Experiences
Friday Big Write:
A Day in the Life of Wadjda
This week, students will continue the story of Wadjda, through her perspective.
They will have to introduce her mother and father as well as continue the story
of her pursuit of a bicycle by any means necessary, even when they conflict with
Saudi morals.

Messy Maths:
Comparing and ordering decimals
We will calculate a range of fluency and reasoning problem-solving questions on
rounding decimals (especially with money)

PE/ Sports: (Activities, key skills / techniques)
This week, we will continue our exploration of netball, thinking critically about our
positions on the pitch. We will have three stations:

1) Passing skills
2) Throwing skills
3) Defence skills

Skills:
Writing

● identifying the audience and purpose of the writing, selecting the appropriate form
and using other similar writing as models for their own

● noting and developing initial ideas, drawing on reading and research where
necessary

● in writing narratives, considering how authors have developed characters and
settings in what students have read, listened to or seen performed

● selecting appropriate grammar and vocabulary, understanding how such choices
can change and enhance meaning

Maths
● compare numbers with the same number of decimal places up to two decimal

places
● solve simple measure and money problems involving fractions and decimals to

two decimal places.
● to use reasoning and problem solving skills to solve problems with increasing

difficulty

Physical education
● develop competence to excel in a broad range of physical activities
● are physically active for sustained periods of time
● engage in competitive sports and activities
● lead healthy, active lives
● use running and jumping in movement and isolation



● develop flexibility, strength, technique, control and balance
● compare their performances with previous ones and demonstrate improvement to

achieve their personal best

WEEK 3 THEME/ Hook:  Ms Hussa                 BANK HOLIDAY MONDAY
Tuesday 3rd May - Wednesday 4th May
Learning Experiences/Context of the film:
Ms Hussa is an ascetic woman whose role as the principal of Wadjda’s school is
made known to all students, as she strictly enforces dress code, rules, and
punitive measures against indulgence. She is a central figure in Wadjda’s life,
despite Wadjda not being particularly fond of her. She is also a judge in the
Quran recitation competition, so Wadjda is especially careful around her. This
week, we will think about Ms Hussa and how she is important to the story of
Wadjda.

World Thinking: Big, Critical Curious Questions
Breaking Boundaries/ Flip the Learning
What role does Ms Hussa play in Wadjda’s life? Does she appear to be a well
liked character? Why or why not? Do Wadjda and the other girls respect her?
Who in your life plays a similar role?

Immersion experience:
Ms Hussa’s editing carousel. This week, we will each assume a strict role of
leader in the importance of editing. To begin, students will read their reports out
loud to the class, to see what they sound like aloud (do they sound coherent?
Are there any missing words?). Presenting their work in a formal way, much like
how Wadjda does in class, will stress the importance of editing. Then, students
will assume the role of Ms Hussa and other strict teachers in charge of a
different aspect of writing. Some will be assigned the role of grammar, for which
they will have to ensure that they review their clauses and any success criteria
to do with grammar. Others will be assigned to punctuation, coherence, and
spelling.

English:
Writing good copies of our filmmaking in Saudi Arabia pieces based on our
experience of editing and redrafting.

Writing Experience:
This week, we will be redrafting and publishing our filmmaking reports. Students
will have to make sure they have met all success criteria as assigned by the
editing (as above), by going through a carousel that puts their writing to the test.
At each station, a “student as teacher” (like Ms Hussa) will be assigned to check
and help with editing:

1. Grammar check: using subordinate clauses when necessary; are there
clear and good examples of main and subordinate clauses?

Skills:

Independence Organisation Resilience Reflection Team Work

Reading Tree Skills: (Ongoing selection through the half term)
● continuing to read and discuss an increasingly wide range of books
● reading books that are structured in different ways and reading for a range of

purposes
● increasing their familiarity with a wide range of books
● recommending books that they have read to their peers, giving reasons for their

choices
● identifying and discussing themes and conventions in and across a wide range of

writing
● making comparisons within and across books
● learning a wider range of poetry by heart
● preparing poems and plays to read aloud and to perform, showing understanding

through intonation, tone and volume so that the meaning is clear to an audience
● understand what they read by:

○ checking that the book makes sense to them, discussing their
understanding and exploring the meaning of words in context

○ asking questions to improve their understanding
○ drawing inferences such as inferring characters’ feelings, thoughts and

motives from their actions, and justifying inferences with evidence
○ predicting what might happen from details stated and implied
○ summarising the main ideas drawn from more than one paragraph,

identifying key details that support the main ideas
○ identifying how language, structure and presentation contribute to

meaning
● add and subtract fractions with the same denominator and denominators that are

multiples of the same number

Writing - composition and vocabulary, grammar, and punctuation
● to plan their writing by:

o discussing writing similar to that which they are planning to write in order to
understand and learn from its structure, vocabulary and grammar

o discussing and recording ideas
● to draft and write by:

o composing and rehearsing sentences, progressively building a varied and rich
vocabulary and an increasing range of sentence structures



2. Punctuation check: successfully using full stops, question marks,
commas, and other relevant punctuation, where needed

3. Coherence: does the piece make sense overall? Do the sentences,
paragraphs, overall flow make sense?

4. Spelling and vocabulary: successfully checking for proper spelling;
ensuring top tier language is used when applicable, referencing Google
to level-up language where appropriate

Once students have successfully completed their editing, and it has been
teacher-assessed as well, students will commit to publishing their redrafted
reports, writing their good copies on a canva template shared with them. These
will provide beautiful displays of their learning.

GPS:
Reviewing main and subordinate clauses. How have we shown these in our
writing? What is the purpose of a subordinate clause? Have we used different
conjunctions to connect our clauses?

Reading Tree:
Reading Domain:
2h: make comparisons within the text
This week, we will have a range of passages cut out from Coraline,
decontextualized and scattered on students’ tables. Each passage will reveal
something about the development of the plot and/or the character of Coraline.
As a class, we will then brainstorm some of the following questions:

● How has Coraline changed?
● In what way has her feelings changed? Or have they?
● Has Coraline been able to solve any challenges or problems facing her?
● How does the opening of the book compare with other passages?

We will then apply our discussion and learning to a range of similar
comprehension questions.

Maths in the Movies / STEAM:
Maths:
Saudi Riyal experience
Rounding decimals (with money, riyals)
This week, we will have a maths carousel to help Wadjda raise money for her
bike. We will be joined by Ms Webber and Mr Mahara in a series of maths
challenges that help us learn and practice rounding decimals. As we pass
through each station, students will get some riyals; they will need 800 to afford
the bike! Stations include:

1. Outdoor learning with Ms Webber: measuring amounts of soil (using
decimals and rounding them) to earn riyals

2. Testbase questions: a range of testbase questions that twist and deepen
students’ conception of decimals and rounding them

3. Bicycle shop keeper with Mr Mahara: brainstorming Leap into Logic
strategies to solve a range of word-problem/reasoning questions
involving decimals to decipher

o organising paragraphs around a theme
o in narratives, creating settings, characters, and plot
o in non-narrative material, using simple organisational devices [headings and

sub-headings]
● to evaluate and edit by

o assessing the effectiveness of their own and others’ writing and suggesting
improvements

o proposing changes to grammar and vocabulary to improve consistency,
including the accurate use of pronouns in sentences

● identify and include the use of main and subordinate clauses in their own writing

Maths - decimals
● round decimals with one decimal place to the nearest whole number
● compare numbers with the same number of decimal places up to two decimal

places
● solve simple measure and money problems involving fractions and decimals to

two decimal places.
● to use reasoning and problem solving skills to solve problems with increasing

difficulty

Science - Electricity
● asking relevant questions and using different types of scientific enquiries to

answer them
● setting up simple practical enquiries, comparative and fair tests
● making systematic and careful observations and, where appropriate, taking

accurate measurements using standard units, using a range of equipment,
including thermometers and data loggers

● gathering, recording, classifying and presenting data in a variety of ways to help in
answering questions

● recording findings using simple scientific language, drawings, labelled diagrams,
keys, bar charts, and tables

● reporting on findings from enquiries, including oral and written explanations,
displays or presentations of results and conclusions

● using results to draw simple conclusions, make predictions for new values,
suggest improvements and raise further questions

● identifying differences, similarities or changes related to simple scientific ideas
and processes
using straightforward scientific evidence to answer questions or to support their
findings.

● construct a simple series electrical circuit, identifying and naming its basic parts,
including cells, wires, bulbs, switches and buzzers

● identify whether or not a lamp will light in a simple series circuit, based on whether
or not the lamp is part of a complete loop with a battery

● recognise that a switch opens and closes a circuit and associate this with whether
or not a lamp lights in a simple series circuit

● recognise some common conductors and insulators, and associate metals with
being good conductors.



STEAM:
This week, we will continue our preparations for the Quran recitation
competition. Using simple circuits to create a buzzer – to indicate when a
competitor’s time has run out – we will now need to create a lamp light.
Beforehand, we will review the materials needed to create electricity: a range of
random materials will be given and students will have to put them into two
categories: insulators and conductors. Some of these
materials will be similar to the ones used in last
week’s buzzer simple circuit. Building our knowledge
of what is required in a simple circuit, we will use the
technology of engineers to test theories before
investigating lamps in a simple series circuit, using
Simple Circuit Builder app. This app will help us
visualise and experiment with the components
necessary to build simple series circuits.

From here, we will write predictions based on a number of simple series circuit
examples (complete and incomplete and with and without switches and lights),
write our method to test these predictions, materials needed, and then begin to
piece together our own using lamps and switches to create a light indicator for
competitors in the Quran recitation competition. Finally, we will reflect on what
worked and didn’t work and what questions we still have.

Arithmetic:
A series of increasingly challenging fluency questions on rounding decimals

Art:
Parabolic curve art inspired by Islamic mosaic art, which itself
is inspired by geometry and maths.

We will also begin exploring Canva to represent our digital art.
How can it be used, with its myriad graphic design tools, to
represent Islamic mosaic art?

Writing Display
Our edited and published reports will be on display

Art, craft, and design
● produce creative work, exploring their ideas and recording their experiences
● evaluate and analyse creative works using the language of art, craft and design

Friday 6th May
Learning Experiences
Friday Big Write:
A Day in the Life of Wadjda
This week, students will write about interactions Wadjda has with Ms Hussa,
how they butt heads but also how Wadjda shows deference to her. Wadjda
listens carefully and absorbs the lessons taught by Ms Hussa, as she knows it is

Skills:
Writing

● identifying the audience and purpose of the writing, selecting the appropriate form
and using other similar writing as models for their own

● noting and developing initial ideas, drawing on reading and research where
necessary

https://apps.apple.com/us/app/simple-circuit-builder/id1294616098


the principal who will be in charge of judging the competition. Students will have
to write descriptions of this and particularly of Ms Hussa’s austere character.

Messy Maths:
Rounding decimals with money
We will calculate a range of fluency and reasoning problem-solving questions on
rounding decimals.

PE/ Sports: (Activities, key skills / techniques)
This week, we will continue our exploration of netball, thinking critically about our
positions on the pitch. We will have three stations:

1) Passing drills (setting up series of lines where students pass back and
forth down the line attempting to beat their time)

2) Throwing drills (throwing accuracy: a range of targets, near and far, to
hit; how close can each student get and can they improve each time?)

3) Offence drills (strategising best positioning and where to stand/move
after passing the ball)

● in writing narratives, considering how authors have developed characters and
settings in what students have read, listened to or seen performed

● selecting appropriate grammar and vocabulary, understanding how such choices
can change and enhance meaning

Maths
● round decimals with one decimal place to the nearest whole number
● compare numbers with the same number of decimal places up to two decimal

places
● solve simple measure and money problems involving fractions and decimals to

two decimal places.
● to use reasoning and problem solving skills to solve problems with increasing

difficulty

Physical education
● develop competence to excel in a broad range of physical activities
● are physically active for sustained periods of time
● engage in competitive sports and activities
● lead healthy, active lives
● use running and jumping in movement and isolation
● develop flexibility, strength, technique, control and balance
● compare their performances with previous ones and demonstrate improvement to

achieve their personal best

WEEK 4 THEME/ Hook: The Religious Club                KS2 Tests
Monday 9th May- Wednesday 11th May
Learning Experiences/Context of the film:
Wadjda is part of a religious club where she learns how to poetically recite the
quran. To immerse ourselves into her life, we will go on a class trip! We will dive
deeper into the world of Islam with a visit to Shepherd’s Bush Mosque. We will
learn how respect the traditions of Islam and Islamic prayer in the mosque,
carefully adhereing to all customs required of us. We will listen carefully to the
imam, asking questions when appropriate.

World Thinking: Big, Critical Curious Questions
Breaking Boundaries/ Flip the Learning
What is Islam? What customs are required for entering and practicing Islam in a
Mosque? How is Islam important to the lives of boys and girls growing up in
Saudi Arabia?

English:
We will review the scene where Wadjda enters the mosque, washes, and
gathers herself before her quran teacher. We will think about the customs
necessary for participating in religious practice while in a mosque, recalling our
experience at the Shepherd’s Bush Mosque, in order to inform our script writing
of Wadjda in the mosque.

Skills:

Independence Organisation Resilience Reflection Team Work

Reading Tree Skills: (Ongoing selection through the half term)
● continuing to read and discuss an increasingly wide range of books
● reading books that are structured in different ways and reading for a range of

purposes
● increasing their familiarity with a wide range of books
● recommending books that they have read to their peers, giving reasons for their

choices
● identifying and discussing themes and conventions in and across a wide range of

writing
● making comparisons within and across books
● learning a wider range of poetry by heart
● preparing poems and plays to read aloud and to perform, showing understanding

through intonation, tone and volume so that the meaning is clear to an audience
● understand what they read by:

○ checking that the book makes sense to them, discussing their
understanding and exploring the meaning of words in context



Writing Experience:
This week, we will immerse ourselves in script writing. We will look at a range of
scripts, including portions taken directly from Wadjda as well as other films we
have studied. We will highlight different components of the scripts: set direction,
sound direction, speech, etc. Then, we will review the scene in the film in which
Wadjda enters the mosque for her quran recitation practice. However, while we
watch the scene, we will put closed-caption on
(beyond just the English subtitles). We will see
how actions are explained for deaf viewers, and
how we can draw inspiration from these cues in
order to inform our explaining actors’ actions and
movements in our scripts.

Our scripts will be written in paired writing, with
two students working together but ensuring that
they have their own scripts. They will have to
include set direction, actor movement, sound direction, and speech. Once
satisfied with each, they will have to highlight them to visualise how scripts lay
out all that happens before the viewers’ eyes, while formatted entirely differently
from a traditional narrative.

GPS:
Determiners
This week, we will look at the importance of determiners and how they reference
a noun in context. We will practice our knowledge of determiners with a range of
questions, and be sure to apply them to our script writing.

Reading Tree:
Reading Domain:
2g: identify / explain how meaning is enhanced through choice of words and
phrases
This week, we will look at a range of passages from Coraline and highlight
words that we think enhance meaning. We will think, first, of what these words
could be (intensifiers, adjectives) and how, for instance, the word “very” might
make the reader think that the adjective proceeding it has exceptional meaning.
Then, we will compare and contrast the words we highlighted in our passages,
discussing how we think they enhance meaning. Finally, we will act out these
passages in two ways: without the highlighted word, then with the highlighted
word. This will give a visual representation for how the word changes the
meaning of the passage.

Maths in the Movies / STEAM:
Maths:
Perimeter and area
Space and use of space is very important in Wadjda’s world. There are areas
where only women can go and others where women need to ensure they are not

○ asking questions to improve their understanding
○ drawing inferences such as inferring characters’ feelings, thoughts and

motives from their actions, and justifying inferences with evidence
○ predicting what might happen from details stated and implied
○ summarising the main ideas drawn from more than one paragraph,

identifying key details that support the main ideas
○ identifying how language, structure and presentation contribute to

meaning
● add and subtract fractions with the same denominator and denominators that are

multiples of the same number

Writing - composition and vocabulary, grammar, and punctuation
● to plan their writing by:

o discussing writing similar to that which they are planning to write in order to
understand and learn from its structure, vocabulary and grammar

o discussing and recording ideas
● to draft and write by:

o composing and rehearsing sentences, progressively building a varied and rich
vocabulary and an increasing range of sentence structures

o organising paragraphs around a theme
o in narratives, creating settings, characters, and plot
o in non-narrative material, using simple organisational devices [headings and

sub-headings]
● to evaluate and edit by

o assessing the effectiveness of their own and others’ writing and suggesting
improvements

o proposing changes to grammar and vocabulary to improve consistency,
including the accurate use of pronouns in sentences

● identify and include the use of main and subordinate clauses in their own writing

Maths - measurement
● Convert between different units of measure [for example, kilometre to metre; hour

to minute]
● measure and calculate the perimeter of a rectilinear figure (including squares) in

centimetres and metres
● find the area of rectilinear shapes by counting squares
● estimate, compare, and calculate different measurements

Science - Electricity
● asking relevant questions and using different types of scientific enquiries to

answer them
● setting up simple practical enquiries, comparative and fair tests
● making systematic and careful observations and, where appropriate, taking

accurate measurements using standard units, using a range of equipment,
including thermometers and data loggers

● gathering, recording, classifying and presenting data in a variety of ways to help in
answering questions



seen by men. There are construction sites that are seen throughout the film that
remind us of a gender segregated society and one that is in an industrial boom.
Thus, it is important for Wadjda to know about space, perimeter and area. To do
so, we will create maps of her neighbourhood on grid paper. Students will have
to draw a range of shapes to represent places where Wadjda goes: school,
home, Abdullah’s house, the mall, and the bicycle shop (among others). They
will have to measure each with a ruler, drawing clear lines to connect their
shapes (being challenged to create shapes beyond four sides). They will label
what they are representing (bicycle shop, for example) and then include the
perimeter and area of each, showing their work to calculate such
measurements.

After this, we will continue our learning of area and perimeter by working on a
range of problems, including fluency and reasoning problems. Students will work
through tiered worksheets that will progressively apply their skills with
calculations, representations, word-problems, and open-ended reasoning
questions.

STEAM:
Having created simple circuits and experimented with adding and taking away
lights and buzzers, we will now assemble a simple circuit (with either a light or a
buzzer) but with a switch. Students will have to apply their previous knowledge
and learning of simple circuits, complete and incomplete, to test where their
switch should go in their circuit and how it can be added to the circuit. To do this,
we will review a range of simple circuits, ones that are complete and incomplete
– but with switches – and see which ones we believe would work and which
would not. This will be the final preparation for everything we need for next
week’s competition!

Arithmetic:
A range of fluency questions calculating area (4cm x 8cm = ?)

Art:
This week, we will introduce some famous Islamic artists, including Hassan
Mossoudy, Ruh Al-Alam, Nadia Janjua. We will gather inspiration from these
artists and then begin our Islamic art mosaics using Canva. These will go on
class display.

● recording findings using simple scientific language, drawings, labelled diagrams,
keys, bar charts, and tables

● reporting on findings from enquiries, including oral and written explanations,
displays or presentations of results and conclusions

● using results to draw simple conclusions, make predictions for new values,
suggest improvements and raise further questions

● identifying differences, similarities or changes related to simple scientific ideas
and processes
using straightforward scientific evidence to answer questions or to support their
findings.

● construct a simple series electrical circuit, identifying and naming its basic parts,
including cells, wires, bulbs, switches and buzzers

● identify whether or not a lamp will light in a simple series circuit, based on whether
or not the lamp is part of a complete loop with a battery

● recognise that a switch opens and closes a circuit and associate this with whether
or not a lamp lights in a simple series circuit

● recognise some common conductors and insulators, and associate metals with
being good conductors.

Art, craft, and design
● produce creative work, exploring their ideas and recording their experiences
● evaluate and analyse creative works using the language of art, craft and design

Friday 13th May
Learning Experiences
Friday Big Write:
A Day in the Life of Wadjda
In this Big Write, students will have to offer a description of the mosque Wadjda
attends, drawing inspiration from their immersion experience/trip this week. They
will write description about the rules and etiquette for attending the mosque, as
well as what Wadjda is doing there and how she acts while engaging with Islam.

Skills:
Writing

● identifying the audience and purpose of the writing, selecting the appropriate form
and using other similar writing as models for their own

● noting and developing initial ideas, drawing on reading and research where
necessary



Messy Maths:
Perimeter and area
We will calculate a range of fluency and reasoning problem-solving questions on
perimeter and area

PE/ Sports: (Activities, key skills / techniques)
This week, we will build our own teams for netball, creating round-robin groups
to compete against each other. This PE session will likely have time for two (our
of a possible four) groups to compete against each other. We will continue this
next week.

● in writing narratives, considering how authors have developed characters and
settings in what students have read, listened to or seen performed

● selecting appropriate grammar and vocabulary, understanding how such choices
can change and enhance meaning

Maths - measurement
● Convert between different units of measure [for example, kilometre to metre; hour

to minute]
● measure and calculate the perimeter of a rectilinear figure (including squares) in

centimetres and metres
● find the area of rectilinear shapes by counting squares
● estimate, compare and calculate different measures

Physical education
● develop competence to excel in a broad range of physical activities
● are physically active for sustained periods of time
● engage in competitive sports and activities
● lead healthy, active lives
● use running and jumping in movement and isolation
● develop flexibility, strength, technique, control and balance
● compare their performances with previous ones and demonstrate improvement to

achieve their personal best

WEEK 5 THEME/ Hook: The Competition     DC5
Monday 16th May - Wednesday 18th May
Monday 16th May - Greenside Poetry Slam Day (N-Y5)

Learning Experiences/Context of the film:
This week will be all about The Quran Recitation competition that Wadjda enters
– and wins! Students will think critically about why Wadjda wants to enter the
competition, in the first place: is she a devout Muslim and wants to prove this?
or does she just want to win the prize money to buy a bicycle? And what
happens when she does win? Is she able to purchase the bicycle? Why or why
not?

World Thinking: Big, Critical Curious Questions
Breaking Boundaries/ Flip the Learning
What are Wadjda’s intentions in the competition? What does a Quran Recitation
Competition look like? What similar competitions might we have in schools in the
UK? Are there any similar competitions? Why or why not?

Immersion experience:
The judges’ editing carousel. This week, we will each assume the role of judges
of the editing competition. To begin, students will read their scripts out loud to

Skills:

Independence Organisation Resilience Reflection Team Work

Reading Tree Skills: (Ongoing selection through the half term)
● continuing to read and discuss an increasingly wide range of books
● reading books that are structured in different ways and reading for a range of

purposes
● increasing their familiarity with a wide range of books
● recommending books that they have read to their peers, giving reasons for their

choices
● identifying and discussing themes and conventions in and across a wide range of

writing
● making comparisons within and across books
● learning a wider range of poetry by heart
● preparing poems and plays to read aloud and to perform, showing understanding

through intonation, tone and volume so that the meaning is clear to an audience
● understand what they read by:



the class, to see what they sound like aloud (do they sound coherent? Are there
any missing words?). Presenting their work in a formal way, much like how
Wadjda does in class, will stress the importance of editing. Then, students will
judge each other in certain areas: grammar, punctuation, coherence, spelling
and vocabulary. Particular students will be assigned the role of judge of
grammar, for which they will have to ensure that they review their determiners
and any success criteria to do with grammar. Others will be assigned to
punctuation, coherence, and spelling.

This week, we will also host our own “recitation” competition, but instead of
reciting passages from the Quran, it will be more in the form of Wadjda trivia.
We will use our skills of maths (time conversion) and our STEAM project to set
up a “Wadjda Trivia” competition. Students will be in groups, use the timers on
their iPads, and their simple circuits, to answer a range of trivia questions about
the film. The team with the most correct answers wins!

English:
Editing and redrafting our scripts.

Writing Experience:
This week, we will be redrafting and publishing our scripts about the scene
where Wadjda enters the mosque. Students will have to make sure they have
met all success criteria as assigned by the editing (as above), by going through
a carousel that puts their writing to the test. At each station, a “student as
teacher” (like the judges of the competition) will be assigned to check and help
with editing:

1. Grammar check: using relevant determiners when necessary; are there
clear and good examples of main and subordinate clauses?

2. Punctuation check: successfully using full stops, question marks,
commas, and other relevant punctuation, where needed

3. Coherence: does the script make sense overall? Do the sentences,
paragraphs, stage directions, dialogue, prompts, etc. make sense?

4. Spelling and vocabulary: successfully checking for proper spelling;
ensuring top tier language is used when applicable, referencing Google
to level-up language where appropriate

Once students have successfully completed their editing, and it has been
teacher-assessed as well, students will commit to publishing their redrafted
reports, writing their good copies on a printed template.

GPS:
Prefixes
Students have learnt how to identify suffixes (in a previous half-term). Now we
will think about the importance of prefixes. We will look at a range of examples
and then comb through an unseen text to see if we can find any examples of
prefixes we can see. Then, we will apply our learning to a range of questions
regarding prefixes.

○ checking that the book makes sense to them, discussing their
understanding and exploring the meaning of words in context

○ asking questions to improve their understanding
○ drawing inferences such as inferring characters’ feelings, thoughts and

motives from their actions, and justifying inferences with evidence
○ predicting what might happen from details stated and implied
○ summarising the main ideas drawn from more than one paragraph,

identifying key details that support the main ideas
○ identifying how language, structure and presentation contribute to

meaning
● add and subtract fractions with the same denominator and denominators that are

multiples of the same number

Writing - composition and vocabulary, grammar, and punctuation
● to plan their writing by:

o discussing writing similar to that which they are planning to write in order to
understand and learn from its structure, vocabulary and grammar

o discussing and recording ideas
● to draft and write by:

o composing and rehearsing sentences, progressively building a varied and rich
vocabulary and an increasing range of sentence structures

o organising paragraphs around a theme
o in narratives, creating settings, characters, and plot
o in non-narrative material, using simple organisational devices [headings and

sub-headings]
● to evaluate and edit by

o assessing the effectiveness of their own and others’ writing and suggesting
improvements

o proposing changes to grammar and vocabulary to improve consistency,
including the accurate use of pronouns in sentences

Maths - measurement
● Convert between different units of measure [for example, kilometre to metre; hour

to minute]
● measure and calculate the perimeter of a rectilinear figure (including squares) in

centimetres and metres
● find the area of rectilinear shapes by counting squares
● estimate, compare and calculate different measures, including money in pounds

and pence

Science - Electricity
● asking relevant questions and using different types of scientific enquiries to

answer them
● setting up simple practical enquiries, comparative and fair tests
● making systematic and careful observations and, where appropriate, taking

accurate measurements using standard units, using a range of equipment,
including thermometers and data loggers



Reading Tree:
Reading Domain: DC preparation and review of domains using an unseen text.
This week, we will use an unseen text taken from KS2 reading comprehension
booklets. We will identify which questions test us on which reading domains.
The intent of this is to be test-ready, to know which types of questions, how the
wording of a question indicates the reading comprehension skill.

Maths in the Movies / STEAM:
Maths:
Measurement: time (hours to minutes)
This week, we will be learning about 12 and 24 hour clocks, and converting
between the two. Students will be given a deadline to complete a series of
time-related challenges. This deadline will be given by the judges of the
recitation competition, to determine how sharp we are on time and to see if we
can pursue a very time-sensitive competition! Challenges include

1) Using clock manipulatives, spinning the minute hand, recording the time
in 12 and 24 hour time, then spinning again, and recording the
difference

2) Comparing and matching digital and analogue clocks with 12 and 24
hour times displayed on them; looking at different time zones (to
determine when different parts of the world might witness televised
competitions) and making comparisons between these time zones

3) A series of reasoning and problem-solving questions relating to 12 and
24 hour time conversion

Finally, the judges, with the help of the class teacher, will assess the evidence
and determine if we are able to conduct a timely and orderly competition.

STEAM:
Assembling buzzers, timers, and applying switches in our simple series circuits
will have proven that we are ready to create circuits with all of these. Students
will first create blueprints, using their artistic and maths skills. They will draft
blueprints of two simple series circuits: one with a light bulb and one with a
buzzer. They will ensure that they label the area and perimeter of these circuits
(with correct calculations, showing their working out) so that when they
assemble them later, they know how much space they need. Then, they will
assemble them on card paper, which will have to reflect their measurements.
These will be used as indicators for competitors in the “Wadjda Trivia
Competition” to begin their trivia questions (light bulb on) and to end (buzzer).

Arithmetic:
Converting seconds to minutes to hours and vice versa with simple questions
such as 120s = _____m? or 4h = _______m?

Art:
This week, our art will be in the STEAM project: students’ blueprints and the
artistic design used to create them.

● gathering, recording, classifying and presenting data in a variety of ways to help in
answering questions

● recording findings using simple scientific language, drawings, labelled diagrams,
keys, bar charts, and tables

● reporting on findings from enquiries, including oral and written explanations,
displays or presentations of results and conclusions

● using results to draw simple conclusions, make predictions for new values,
suggest improvements and raise further questions

● identifying differences, similarities or changes related to simple scientific ideas
and processes
using straightforward scientific evidence to answer questions or to support their
findings.

● identify common appliances that run on electricity
● construct a simple series electrical circuit, identifying and naming its basic parts,

including cells, wires, bulbs, switches and buzzers
● identify whether or not a lamp will light in a simple series circuit, based on whether

or not the lamp is part of a complete loop with a battery
● recognise that a switch opens and closes a circuit and associate this with whether

or not a lamp lights in a simple series circuit
● recognise some common conductors and insulators, and associate metals with

being good conductors.

Art, craft, and design
● produce creative work, exploring their ideas and recording their experiences
● evaluate and analyse creative works using the language of art, craft and design



Friday 20th May
Learning Experiences
Friday Big Write:
A Day in the Life of Wadjda
This week, students will continue their narratives, writing about Wadjda’s
experience in the Quran Recitation competition. They will have to write about the
setting, the anticipation of competing, and Wadjda’s success. However, they will
have to write describing these highs and lows: Wadjda wins but her money gets
taken away. Students will have to think critically about how to build suspense in
their writing and how to let that suspense fall into disappointment when she
learns that she cannot keep the money.

Messy Maths:
Time converting
We will calculate a range of fluency and reasoning problem-solving questions on
converting units of time.

PE/ Sports: (Activities, key skills / techniques)
This week, we will continue our round-robin style netball competition with the
final teams competing against each other!

Skills:
Writing

● identifying the audience and purpose of the writing, selecting the appropriate form
and using other similar writing as models for their own

● noting and developing initial ideas, drawing on reading and research where
necessary

● in writing narratives, considering how authors have developed characters and
settings in what students have read, listened to or seen performed

● selecting appropriate grammar and vocabulary, understanding how such choices
can change and enhance meaning

Maths - measurement
● Convert between different units of measure [for example, kilometre to metre; hour

to minute]
● measure and calculate the perimeter of a rectilinear figure (including squares) in

centimetres and metres
● find the area of rectilinear shapes by counting squares
● estimate, compare and calculate different measures

Physical education
● develop competence to excel in a broad range of physical activities
● are physically active for sustained periods of time
● engage in competitive sports and activities
● lead healthy, active lives
● use running and jumping in movement and isolation
● develop flexibility, strength, technique, control and balance
● compare their performances with previous ones and demonstrate improvement to

achieve their personal best

WEEK 6 THEME/ Hook: The Bike  KS1 Tests   (Friday CPD day)
Monday 23rd May - Wednesday 25th May
Monday 23rd May - PM - Family Sponsored Walk
(PE session for everyone that week)

Learning Experiences/Context of the film:
This week, students will finally see that Wadjda is able to possess a bike. After
weeks of understanding the limitations of Saudi society and how they directly
affect Wadjda, we will see how her mother, while losing her husband, purchases
a bike for Wadjda – and what this bike represents (and how it is an homage to
the famous Italian Neorealism film, The Bicycle Thief).

World Thinking: Big, Critical Curious Questions
Breaking Boundaries/ Flip the Learning

Skills:

Independence Organisation Resilience Reflection Team Work

Reading Tree Skills: (Ongoing selection through the half term)
● continuing to read and discuss an increasingly wide range of books
● reading books that are structured in different ways and reading for a range of

purposes
● increasing their familiarity with a wide range of books
● recommending books that they have read to their peers, giving reasons for their

choices



How does Wadjda finally get a bicycle? Why was it such a journey for an 11-year
old girl to obtain a bicycle? What pressures were put on Wadjda to not get a
bicycle? What does the bicycle represent for Wadjda and for the viewer of the
film?

Immersion experience:
This week, students will play a range of board games. Board games are
generally designed with a journey and an end goal, much like Wadjda’s journey
and end goal of getting a bicycle. We will have a range of board games set up
around class where students will have to take notes on some (not necessarily
all) of the rules of the games. This will be done to inspire and inform their board
game designs which will show Wadjda’s journey and the end goal of acquiring a
bicycle.

English:
Writing board game instructions, with clear step-by-step rules and spaces on the
board that reflect the narrative of Wadjda and the journey Wadjda goes on to
acquire a bicycle.

Writing Experience:
Students will tap into their knowledge of instructional writing to write the rules to
their own board game: how to move across the board? What spaces indicate
what? What incentives one gets as they move along? What setbacks are there?
What is the overall goal? How do you compete against other teammates? These
games will be designed with the narrative of Wadjda in mind: students will have
to write spaces on the board that show the player that they have reached a
certain point in Wadjda’s journey to get a bicycle. They will construct these
board games using card paper as bases and a range of materials, while
ensuring they have a set of numbered and coherent steps to play and clear
descriptions of parts of the board (parts of Wadjda’s journey).

GPS:
This week, we will review our learning of main and subordinate clauses,
determiners, and prefixes. We will go through our Writing Workshop notes books
and highlight examples of these (anywhere, could be from a writing task, on a
worksheet, or in a Reading Tree session), colour-coding for each of these GPS
devices we have learnt. This will give us an opportunity to see how naturally
ubiquitous GPS – and especially these GPS devices – are in our everyday use.
Finally, students will use Google Slides to present a short lesson on one of these
learnt concepts. These must include a slide for each of the following: what the
concept is; examples of it; how to use the concept; practice questions. They will
then present their learning via AirPlay and teach the class.

Reading Tree:
Reading Domain:
2f: identify / explain how information / narrative content is related and contributes
to meaning as a whole

● identifying and discussing themes and conventions in and across a wide range of
writing

● making comparisons within and across books
● learning a wider range of poetry by heart
● preparing poems and plays to read aloud and to perform, showing understanding

through intonation, tone and volume so that the meaning is clear to an audience
● understand what they read by:

○ checking that the book makes sense to them, discussing their
understanding and exploring the meaning of words in context

○ asking questions to improve their understanding
○ drawing inferences such as inferring characters’ feelings, thoughts and

motives from their actions, and justifying inferences with evidence
○ predicting what might happen from details stated and implied
○ summarising the main ideas drawn from more than one paragraph,

identifying key details that support the main ideas
○ identifying how language, structure and presentation contribute to

meaning
● add and subtract fractions with the same denominator and denominators that are

multiples of the same number

Writing - composition and vocabulary, grammar, and punctuation
● to plan their writing by:

o discussing writing similar to that which they are planning to write in order to
understand and learn from its structure, vocabulary and grammar

o discussing and recording ideas
● to draft and write by:

o composing and rehearsing sentences, progressively building a varied and rich
vocabulary and an increasing range of sentence structures

o organising paragraphs around a theme
o in narratives, creating settings, characters, and plot
o in non-narrative material, using simple organisational devices [headings and

sub-headings]
● to evaluate and edit by

o assessing the effectiveness of their own and others’ writing and suggesting
improvements

o proposing changes to grammar and vocabulary to improve consistency,
including the accurate use of pronouns in sentences

Maths - multiplication
● to recall multiplication and division facts for multiplication tables up to 12 x 12
● to use place value, known and derived facts to multiply and divide mentally,

including multiplying by 0 and 1; dividing by 1; multiplying together three numbers
● to solve problems involving multiplying and adding
● to use reasoning and problem solving skills to solve problems with increasing

difficulty

Maths - decimals



Maths in the Movies / STEAM:
Maths:
Review, consolidate, times tables challenges
This week, students will review their maths for this half-term. We will carousel
different maths skills we learnt, taking moments to reflect and adjust our
answers (on previous worksheets) accordingly on fluency, calculations, and
reasoning. Finally, we will have a Socrative race to see who’s the top learner in
Year 4 on a range of maths concepts!

STEAM:
This week we will celebrate Wadjda's journey to get a bike! Students will reflect
on their learning this term. Students will write a reflection where they talk about
their experiences and include thoughts on:

● In what ways did each letter of S.T.E.A.M. show our learning of
electricity?

● The STEAM projects (the process of learning about and designing,
blueprinting, electricity and simple series circuits)

● How has technology (Simple Circuit Builder, Canva, VR/Expeditions
Pro) improved and aided learning this half-term

● What more would we like to learn about electricity?
● How did we use outdoor learning?

Arithmetic:
A range of arithmetic questions from this half-term, including: comparing,
ordering, and rounding decimals; calculating area; and multiplication tables.

Art:
Students will choose which art session they enjoyed the most and recreate it.
They will have to use the WR skill of independence, reviewing their artwork from
this half-term, and replicate it using the skills they learnt. Students will also file
their art into their art portfolios.

● round decimals with one decimal place to the nearest whole number
● compare numbers with the same number of decimal places up to two decimal

places
● solve simple measure and money problems involving fractions and decimals to

two decimal places.
● to use reasoning and problem solving skills to solve problems with increasing

difficulty

Maths - measurement
● Convert between different units of measure [for example, kilometre to metre; hour

to minute]
● measure and calculate the perimeter of a rectilinear figure (including squares) in

centimetres and metres
● find the area of rectilinear shapes by counting squares
● estimate, compare and calculate different measures, including money in pounds

and pence

Science - Electricity
● asking relevant questions and using different types of scientific enquiries to

answer them
● making systematic and careful observations
● recording findings using simple scientific language, drawings, labelled diagrams,

keys, bar charts, and tables
● reporting on findings from enquiries, including oral and written explanations,

displays or presentations of results and conclusions
● using results to draw simple conclusions, make predictions for new values,

suggest improvements and raise further questions
● identifying differences, similarities or changes related to simple scientific ideas

and processes

Art, craft, and design
● produce creative work, exploring their ideas and recording their experiences
● evaluate and analyse creative works using the language of art, craft and design




